TUMI Anniversary is coming up!

www.transformative-mobility.org

13th October
2 hours of joint celebration
10 am – 12 pm CEST (estimate)

Join us for a trip down memory lane and design the future of TUMI with us!

TUMI welcomes you live from Berlin > tune in!

Follow us twitter.com/tuminitiative
TUMI Highlights

2016

UN-Habitat World Cities Report 2016: Urbanization & Development

2017

UN-Habitat World Cities Report 2017: Urbanization & Development

2018

TUMI Volt Conference Positioning as pioneer in the field of electric mobility

2019

TUMI E-Bus Mission Project launch in Pilot cities Cuenca (Ecuador) & Lviv (Ukraine)

2020

UN Climate Action Summit Launch of „Action towards Climate-friendly Transport (ACT) initiative“

2021

Launch TUMI E-Learning Transforming Urban Mobility: Introduction to Transport Planning for Sustainable Cities

TUMI 5 Year Anniversary Oct 13

Women Mobilize Women Conference

UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) in Glasgow

Transforming Urban Mobility:
Introduction to Transport Planning
for Sustainable Cities

2016

TUMI Official Launch at HABITAT III in Quito

2017

TUMI Conference „Strengthening Urban Mobility Governance“

Women Mobilize Women Conference

2018

TUMI Challenges 10 additional TUMI Challenges launched


2019

TUMI Challenges 10 Challenges selected

UN Climate Action Summit Launch of „Action towards Climate-friendly Transport (ACT) initiative“

TUMI E-Bus Mission Project launch in Pilot cities Cuenca (Ecuador) & Lviv (Ukraine)

2020

UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) in Glasgow

2021

Launch TUMI E-Learning Transforming Urban Mobility: Introduction to Transport Planning for Sustainable Cities

TUMI 5 Year Anniversary Oct 13
5 years towards a sustainable mobility transformation

TUMI’s Milestones

10:00 - 10:10

Welcome

Welcoming Speech: PSts Norbert Barthle, BMZ

10:10 - 10:50

The Anniversary - Part I

Tentative Agenda in CEST

Welcome

Welcome Speech: PSts Norbert Barthle, BMZ

5 years TUMI

Milestones, Outcomes & Impacts

>>> TUMI Challenge Highlights

>>> Capacity Development Highlights

>>> Our partners on financial

>>> Women Mobilize Women Highlights

Knowledge

Financial cooperation

Cross-cutting project highlights

Interactive TUMI Anniversary Formats

- Live moderation
- Exclusive contributions
- Illustrated storytelling
- Live chat
- Live surveys
- Partner contribution
- Partner interviews
- Award ceremony
TUMI Outlook

Time for a New Era

The Anniversary - Part II

Strategic outlook:
Shape an equitable
mobility transformation

A TUMI partner discussion - where are we
headed in the years to come?

>> Challenges >> Experiences >> Trends

TUMI’s way forward

>> Launches

TUMI E-Bus Mission | Women Mobilize Women
TUMI Labs | TUMI Data | TUMI Friends

5 Year Anniversary

>> More Celebration

Anniversary Cake | Sum-up of live formats

Thanks for joining!

To the next 5 years
of sustainable mobility transformation!
A big thank you to our TUMI Partners!